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FL SIDE COVERS  
Part# 03-613, 03-623 Fits: 1997-08 w/and w/o  bag guards  
 Part# 03-614, 03-624 Fits: 2009-12 w/and w/o  bag guards  

Thank you for purchasing this Arlen Ness product. We believe that our products are the very 
best available and  are engineered to provide a lifetime of use. Basic hand tools and a service 
manual for your year and model motorcycle are all you need to complete this installation.  

Parts: 
1– Left and right side covers   6– 10-24x1/2 Button head allens 
6– 10-24 Nylock nuts    1– Instructions 

 Remove seat. Open saddlebag lids. 
 Slide new cover over OEM side cover. 
 While holding the new cover even with the OEM cover along the 

top edge, Pic 1. and while making sure the gap between the new 
cover and saddlebag is even, Pic 2. mark the OEM cover through 
the two holes in the new cover. Pic 1. 

 After marking OEM side cover remove both new and OEM side 
covers. Using a 3/16 drill bit drill through the OEM cover were it 
was marked.  

 Using two #10 button head allens with nylocks secure new cover 
to OEM cover. DO NOT over tighten. 

 Next align front edge of new cover with front edge of OEM cover. 
Pic 3. Mark and drill third hole in OEM side cover and secure with 
a third #10 button head and nylock nut. DO NOT over tighten. 

 Repeat on other side.  
 
 

Important note: Arlen Ness recommends test fitting these covers 
and checking all clearances ie: exhaust saddlebag etc. prior to    

painting. Under no circumstance will Arlen Ness be responsible for     
damage sustained to paint jobs due to improper installation. 

Pic 1       Even along this edge 
 
 
 
 
 
         
                Mark through these holes 

Pic 2   Make sure gap is even  
                    along this edge 

Pic 3      
                         Drill third hole here  
Align  
front edges  
here  


